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Jubilee Table Runner

Hourglass Block Size: 12" nished
Runner Size: 50" by 20"
HST - Half Square Triangles
WoF - Width of Fabric
All fabrics are considered to be 42" wide
All seams are sewn with a 1/4" seam allowance.
Requirements:
Three assorted fat quarters (I used three from the Lewis and Irene Jubilee
collection)
20cm Sashing (navy)
50cm Border (red spot)
1m Backing (navy)
25" by 55" Wadding
This runner is nished with a Welsh edge. If you would rather Double Fold
binding, then an additional 10" (25.4cm) will be required for binding.
Cutting:
From white cut two, 7 1/2" squares.
From white cut 16, 3 1/2" squares.
From red cut two, 7 1/2" squares.
From red cut 16, 3 1/2" squares.
From blue cut four, 7 1/2" squares.
From sashing fabric cut three, 1 1/2" by WoF strips
From border fabric cut four, 3 1/2" by WoF strips.
If using, from binding fabric cut four, 2 1/4" by WoF strips.
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Hourglass Block
Take one white and one red 3 1/2 " squares and
join.
Repeat to make a total of 16 pairs.

Take two pairs and, ensuring correct orientation,
join to make a Four Patch unit.
Repeat to make a total of 8, Four Patch units.

Take one white 7 1/2" square and draw a diagonal
line on the reverse.
Take one blue 7 1/2" square and place right sides
together with the above white square.
Sew two seams 1/4" either side of the pencil line.
Cut the two HSTs apart down the pencil line.
Trim to 6 1/2" square.
Repeat to make a total of four, white and blue
HSTs.
Repeat to make a total of four, red and blue HSTs.
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Take one white and blue HST and one
Four Patch unit.
Join.

Repeat, ensuring correct orientation.
Join these pairs to complete one
Hourglass block.
Repeat to make a total of four Hourglass
blocks, two with white/blue HSTs and two
with red/blue HSTs.
Blocks should measure 12 1/2" square.

Assembly:
Refer to table runner image to ensure correct orientation, join four blocks
together.
Take three sashing strips and join at narrow ends to create one long strip.
Sub cut two, 48" by 1 1/2" strips and join to either side of the runner.
Sub cut two, 15" by 1 1/2" strips and join to either end of the runner.
For outer border, take four 3 1/2" by Wof strips and join at the short end to
create one long strip.
Sub cut two, 50 1/2" strips and join to either side of the runner.
Sub cut two, 20 1/2" strips and join to either end of the runner.
To complete your quilt runner, layer backing, wadding and quilt top.
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Quilt as desired - Do NOT quilt within 1/2" of the edge as we are completing
the runner with a Welsh edge. Final quilting lines will be added to nish the
edge. The advantage of using a Welsh edge is that it reduced bulk at the
edge of the runner. I found that when adding a double fold binding your wine
glass can fall over!
If you would rather nish with a double fold binding then you will need an
extra four strips, 2 1/4" by WoF. Add a double fold binding as normal.
Quilt suggestions - You could keep it simple as the fabric choice is bright.
Walking Foot Quilting - Around the simple shapes. Two lines around the
sashing 1/4" out from either side. Sew regular quilting lines around the
outside border.
Free Motion Quilting - You could go for an allover design or take each block
individually. I felt Feathers were appropriate on the borders and a similar
motif in the blocks.
Welsh Edge.
Trim the wadding 1/4" in from the quilt top and backing fabric.
Fold a 1/4" hem inwards on the backing fabric capturing the wadding within
the fold. Then fold a 1/4” fold inwards on the quilt top to create a folded
edge.
This form of edging is very traditional in antique British quilts. It can be also
be known as a British Edge or Knife Edge. The Welsh equivalent is usually
nished with two or three rows of quilting around the edge, about 1/4" apart.
Knife or British edges don’t tend to have this.
Pin the edge around, plastic clips are useful here.
Finish the edge with two or three lines of quilting around the edge of the
runner.

Jubilee Runner
Designed by Helen Kent ©2022
www.strictlyquilting.com
This pattern is for personal use only. Please, support designers by not sharing patterns.
Items made from this pattern can be sold for profit.
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